Detection of tryptophan to tryptophan energy transfer in proteins.
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies usually involve observation of intensity or lifetime changes in the donor or acceptor molecule and usually these donor and acceptor molecules differ (heterotransfer). The use of polarization to monitor FRET is far less common, although it was one of the first methods utilized. In 1960, Weber demonstrated that homotransfer between tryptophan molecules contributes to depolarization. He also discovered that the efficiency of homotransfer becomes much less effective upon excitation near the red-edge of the absorption. This "red-edge effect" was shown to be a general phenomenon of homotransfer. We have utilized Weber's red-edge effect to study tryptophan homotransfer in proteins. Specifically, we determined the polarization of the tryptophan fluorescence upon excitation at 295 nm and 310 nm (near the red-edge). Rotational diffusion leads to depolarization of the emission excited at either 295 nm or 310 nm, but homotransfer only contributes to depolarization upon excitation at 295 nm. Hence, the 310/295 polarization ratio gives an indication of tryptophan to tryptophan energy transfer. In single tryptophan systems, the 310/295 ratios are generally below 2 whereas in multi-tryptophan systems, the 310/295 ratios can be greater than 3.